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1. Introduction

While the core of the physics program of a TeV-class linear collider (LC) can be already

largely defined on the basis of what we know today, the signals from new physics which

could be probed by a multi-TeV collider, such as Clic [1] at 1 TeV<
√
s < 5TeV, belong

to a significantly broader domain. Still, one of the most striking manifestation of new

physics will come from the sudden increase of the e+e− → f f̄ cross section indicating

the s-channel production of a new particle. There are several theories which predict the

existence of such a resonance. In this paper we study the sensitivity of Clic to scenarios

including new vector boson resonances. A first class consists of models with extra gauge

bosons such as a new neutral Z ′ gauge boson. This is common to both GUT-inspired E6

models and to Left-Right (LR) symmetric models. They are discussed in section 2. Models

of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking also predict the existence of new resonances

in the TeV region. In particular, we consider the degenerate BESS (D-BESS) model,

which describes a pair of narrow and nearly degenerate vector and axial-vector states [2],

in section 3. Additional resonances are also introduced by recent theories of gravity with

extra dimensions in the form of Kaluza-Klein graviton and gauge boson excitations. A

five dimensional extension of the Standard Model (SM) is discussed in section 4. Beyond

discovery, it will be essential to accurately measure their masses, widths, production and

decay properties to determine their nature and identify which kind of new physics they

manifest. The recently proposed little Higgs models, a new approach to the hierarchy

problem, predict also new vector bosons in the TeV range, see for instance [3]. Their

possible signature at a multi-TeV collider deserves further study. Clic will also be sensitive

to new vector gauge bosons at mass scales much beyond the kinematic threshold. In

section 5 we discuss the statistical accuracy for the determination of the cross sections,

σff̄ , and forward-backward asymmetries, Aff̄FB, for µ
+µ−, bb̄ and tt̄ at

√
s = 3TeV. These

accuracies will be used to establish the sensitivity reach to indirect effects of new vectors

as Z ′ gauge bosons and Kaluza-Klein excitations of the photon and of the Z 0 boson.
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2. Z ′ Boson studies

One of the simplest extensions of the SM is to introduce an additional U(1) gauge symmetry,

whose breaking scale is close to the Fermi scale. This extra symmetry is predicted in some

grand unified theories and in other models. For example, in E6 scenarios we have the

following additional U(1) current

JfZ′µ = Jfχµcos θ6 + Jfψµsin θ6 (2.1)

with different models parameterised by specific values of the angle θ6. The χ,ψ and η

models correspond to the values θ6=0, θ6 = π/2 and θ6 = − tan−1
√

5/3 respectively. In

the LR models, the new ZLR boson couples to the current

JZ′µ = αLRJ3Rµ −
1

2αLR
J(B−L)µ (2.2)

with αLR =
√

g2R/g
2
L cot2 θW − 1. The vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z ′ boson

to the SM fermions, for E6-inspired and for LR models, are given in table 1, assuming:

JfZ′µ = f̄
[

γµv
′
f + γµγ5a

′
f

]

f (2.3)

and the parametrisation θ2 = θ6+tan−1
√

5/3. Finally, a useful reference is represented by

the so-called sequential standard model (SSM), which introduces an extra Z ′ boson with

the same couplings of the SM Z0 boson.

There exist several constraints on the properties of new neutral vector gauge bosons.

Direct searches for a new Z ′ boson also set lower limits on the masses [4]. These are

summarised in table 2 for various models. An extra Z ′ naturally mixes with the SM Z0

boson. The present precision electroweak data constrain the mixing angle, θM , within a

few mrad, and the masses as shown in table 2, [5, 6].

A third class of constraints is derived from atomic parity violation (APV) data. We

update here the bounds obtained in [7] and based on the 1999 result of weak charge QW

Extra-U(1) LR (gL = gR)

v′e = −1
4sθ

(

c2 +
√

5
3s2

)

v′e =
(

−1
4 + s2θ

)

/
√
c2θ

a′e =
1
4sθ

(

−1
3c2 +

√

5
3s2

)

a′e = −1
4

√
c2θ

v′u = 0 v′u =
(

1
4 − 2

3s
2
θ

)

/
√
c2θ

a′u = −1
3sθc2 a′u = 1

4

√
c2θ

v′d =
1
4sθ

(

c2 +
√

5
3s2

)

v′d =
(

−1
4 + 1

3s
2
θ

)

/
√
c2θ

a′d = a′e a′d = a′e

Table 1: Vector and axial-vector couplings for the E6-inspired and the LR models, sθ = sin θ,

s2 = sin θ2, c2 = cos θ2, c2θ = cos 2θ with θ2 = θ6 + tan−1
√

5/3 and θ ≡ θW .
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in the Cesium atomic parity experiment [8], which indicated a ' 2.6σ discrepancy w.r.t.

the SM prediction. A series of theoretical papers have since improved the prediction of

QW , by including the effect of the Breit interaction among electrons [9] and by refining

the calculation of radiative corrections [10]. A complete re-analysis of the parity non

conserving amplitude for the 6S → 7S transition in Cesium has been performed [11],

which improves on the theoretical uncertainties. In addition the self-energy and vertex

QED radiative corrections have been shown to yield a large negative contribution to the

parity non conserving amplitude [12], bringing the result on the extraction of QW from the

Cesium data to:

QW = −72.71 ± 0.29exp ± 0.39theor . (2.4)

The corresponding SM prediction, obtained
χ ψ η LR SSM

Cdf 595 590 620 630 690

Lep 673 481 434 804 1787

Table 2: 95% C.L. limit on MZ′ (GeV)

from σ(pp → Z ′)B(Z ′ → ll) (Cdf data)

and from the average of the four Lep ex-

periments, for the mixing angle θM = 0.

for mt=175.3±4.4 GeV and MH=(98+51
−35) GeV, is

Q
(SM)
W = −73.10 ± 0.03 [13]. Here we inflate the

uncertainty to ±0.13 to account for the hadronic-

loop and other uncertainties. The new result

given in eqs. (2.4) agrees well with the SM pre-

diction. Models involving extra neutral vector

bosons can modify the QW value significantly.

Assuming no Z0−Z ′ mixing, the contribution to the weak charge due to the direct exchange

of the Z ′ is given by

δNQW = 16a′e[(2Z +N)v′u + (Z + 2N)v′d]
M2
Z

M2
Z′

(2.5)

where Z = 55, N = 78 for Cs and af , vf , a
′
f , v
′
f are the Z0 and Z ′ couplings to fermions (see

table 1). For E6-inspired models, bounds onMZ′ are derived as function of the angle θ6, by

comparing the predicted value for the weak charge with that in eq. (2.4) (see figure 1). The

lower limits on MZ′ are less stringent than, or comparable to those in table 2. However,

as these bounds are very sensitive to the actual value of QW and its uncertainties, further

determinations may improve the situation.

In the case of the LR model, neglecting mixing and W ′ contributions, we get δNQW =

−(M 2
Z/M

2
Z′)Q

(SM)
W [7], corresponding to the 95% C.L. bound, MZLR

> 665GeV.

Finally, for the SSM Z ′ boson we get a contribution δNQW = (M2
Z/M

2
Z′)Q

(SM)
W [7],

leading to the 95% C.L. bound, MZ′SSM
> 1010GeV.

The Lhc hadron collider will push the direct sensitivity to new vector gauge bosons

beyond the TeV threshold. With an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1, Atlas and Cms

are expected to observe signals from Z ′ bosons for masses up to 4-5 TeV depending on the

specific model [14].

Extra-U(1) models can be accurately tested at a future linear e+e− collider, operating

in the multi-TeV region, such as Clic. With an expected effective production cross section

σ(e+e− → Z ′SSM) of ' 15 pb, including the effects of ISR and luminosity spectrum, a Z ′

resonance will tower over a qq̄ continuum background of ' 0.13 pb. While the observation

of such signal is granted, the accuracy that can be reached in the study of its properties

– 3 –
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Figure 1: 95% C.L. lower bounds on MZ′ at fixed θ6 from the Cesium atomic parity experiment

result given in eq. (2.4).

depends on the quality of the accelerator beam energy spectrum and on the detector re-

sponse, including accelerator induced backgrounds. One of the main characteristics of the

Clic collider is the large design luminosity, L = 1035 cm−2 s−1 at
√
s = 3TeV for its

baseline parameters, obtained in a regime of strong beamstrahlung effects. The optimisa-

tion of the total luminosity and its fraction in the peak has been studied for the case of a

resonance scan. The Clic luminosity spectrum has been obtained with a dedicated beam

simulation program [15] for the nominal parameters at
√
s = 3TeV. In order to study the

systematics from the knowledge of this spectrum, the modified Yokoya-Chen parametrisa-

tion [16] has been adopted. In this formulation, the beam energy spectrum is described

in terms of Nγ , the number of photons radiated per e± in the bunch, the beam energy

spread in the linac σp and the fraction F of events outside the 0.5% of the centre-of-mass

energy. Two sets of parameters have been considered, obtained by modifying the beam size

at the interaction point and therefore the total luminosity and its fraction in the highest

energy region of the spectrum: CLIC.01 with L = 1.05× 1035 cm−2 s−1 and Nγ = 2.2 and

CLIC.02 with L = 0.40 × 1035 cm−2 s−1 and Nγ = 1.2. The Z ′ mass and width can be

determined by performing either an energy scan, like the Z 0 line-shape scan performed at

Lep/Slc, and also foreseen for the tt̄ threshold, or an auto-scan, by tuning the collision

energy just above the top of the resonance and profiting of the long tail of the luminosity

spectrum to probe the resonance peak. For the first method both di-jet and di-lepton final

states can be considered, while for the auto-scan only µ+µ− final states can provide with

the necessary accuracy for the Z ′ energy. e+e− → Z ′ events have been generated for MZ′

= 3TeV, including the effects of ISR, luminosity spectrum and γγ backgrounds, assuming

SM-like couplings, corresponding to a total width ΓZ′SSM
' 90GeV. The resonance widths

for extra-U(1) models as well as for other SM extensions with additional vector bosons are

shown in figure 2 as a function of the relevant model parameters.

A data set of 1 ab−1 has been assumed for the CLIC.01 beam parameters and of

0.4 ab−1 for CLIC.02, corresponding to one year (107 s) of operation at nominal luminosity.

– 4 –
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Figure 2: Widths of new gauge vector bosons as a function of the relevant parameters: θ2 for

Z ′E6
, λ = gL/gR for Z ′LR [17], g/g′′ for D-BESS. The KK Z(1) width has a negligible dependence

on the mixing angle sinβ. The Z ′E6
and Z ′LR widths are computed by assuming only decays into

SM fermions.
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Figure 3: Z ′SSM → `+`− resonance profile obtained by energy scan. The Born production cross-

section, the cross section with ISR included and that accounting for the Clic luminosity spectrum

(CLIC.01) and tagging criteria are shown.

This has been shared in a five point scan (see figure 3) and MZ′ , ΓZ′/ΓZ0 and σpeak have

been extracted from a χ2 fit to the predicted cross section behaviour for different mass

– 5 –
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Observable Breit Wigner CLIC.01 CLIC.02

MZ′ (GeV) 3000 ± .12 ± .15 ± .21

ΓZ′/ΓZ0 1. ± .001 ± .003 ± .004

σeffpeak (fb) 1493 ± 2.0 564 ± 1.7 669 ± 2.9

Table 3: Results of the fits for the cross section scan of a Z ′SSM obtained by assuming no radiation

and ISR with the effects of two different choices of the Clic luminosity spectrum.

and width values (see table 3) [18]. The dilution of the analysing power due to the beam

energy spread is appreciable, as can be seen by comparing the statistical accuracy from

a fit to the pure Born cross section after including ISR and beamstrahlung effects. Still,

the relative statistical accuracies are better than 10−4 on the mass and 5 × 10−3 on the

width. In the case of wide resonances, there is an advantage in employing the broader

luminosity spectrum, CLIC.01, which offers larger luminosity. Sources of systematics from

the knowledge of the shape of the luminosity spectrum have also been estimated. In order

to keep σsyst ≤ σstat it is necessary to control Nγ to better than 5% and the fraction F of

collisions at
√
s < 0.995

√
s0 to about 1% [19].

3. Study of the D-BESS model

Present precise electroweak data are consistent with the realization of the Higgs mechanism

with a light elementary Higgs boson. But as the Higgs boson has so far eluded the direct

searches, it remains important to assess the sensitivity of future colliders to strong elec-

troweak symmetry breaking (SSB) scenarios. SSB models are based on low energy effective

lagrangians which provide a phenomenological description of the Goldstone boson dynam-

ics. Possible new vector resonances produced by the strong interaction responsible for the

electroweak symmetry breaking can be introduced in this formalism as gauge bosons of a

hidden symmetry. A description of a new triplet of vector resonances is obtained by con-

sidering an effective lagrangian based on the symmetry SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ SU(2)local [20].

The new vector fields are a gauge triplet of the SU(2)local. They acquire mass as the W±

and the Z0 bosons. By enlarging the symmetry group of the model, additional vector and

axial-vector resonances can be introduced.

The degenerate BESS model (D-BESS) [2] is a realization of dynamical electroweak

symmetry breaking with decoupling. The D-BESS model introduces two new triplets

of gauge bosons, which are almost degenerate in mass, (L±, L3), (R
±, R3). The extra

parameters are a new gauge coupling constant g ′′ and a mass parameter M , related to

the scale of the underlying symmetry breaking sector. In the charged sector the R± fields

are not mixed and MR± = M , while ML± ' M(1 + x2) for small x = g/g′′ with g

the usual SU(2)W gauge coupling constant. The L3, R3 masses are given by ML3 '
M

(

1 + x2
)

, MR3 'M
(

1 + x2 tan2 θ
)

where tan θ = g′/g and g′ is the usual U(1)Y gauge

coupling constant. These resonances are narrow (see figure 2) and almost degenerate in

mass with ΓL3/M ' 0.068 x2 and ΓR3/M ' 0.01 x2, while the neutral mass splitting

is: ∆M/M = (ML3 − MR3)/M '
(

1− tan2 θ
)

x2 ' 0.70 x2. This model respects the

– 6 –
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g/g′′ M ΓL3 ΓR3 S/
√
S +B ∆M

(GeV) (GeV) (GeV) Lhc (e+ µ) Clic

0.1 1000 0.7 0.1 17.3

0.2 1000 2.8 0.4 44.7

0.1 2000 1.4 0.2 3.7

0.2 2000 5.6 0.8 8.8

0.1 3000 2.0 0.3 (3.4) 23.20 ± .06

0.2 3000 8.2 1.2 (6.6) 83.50 ± .02

Table 4: Sensitivity to production of the L3 and R3 D-BESS resonances at the Lhc for

L =100(500) fb−1 with M =1,2(3)TeV and accuracy on the mass splitting at Clic for L =1ab−1.

present bounds from electroweak precision data since the S, T, U (or ε1, ε2, ε3) parameters

vanish at the leading order in the limit of largeM due to an additional custodial symmetry.

Therefore, electroweak data set only loose bounds on the parameter space of the model. We

have studied these bounds by considering the latest experimental values of the ε parameters

coming from the high energy data [21]:

ε1 = (5.4± 1.0) · 10−3 , ε2 = (−9.7± 1.2) · 10−3 , ε3 = (5.4 ± 0.9) · 10−3 . (3.1)

We have included radiative corrections, taken to be the same as in the SM, with the

Higgs mass as a cut-off [2]. For mt = 175.3GeV and mH = 1000GeV one has [22]:

εrad1 = 3.78 · 10−3, εrad2 = −6.66 · 10−3, εrad3 = 6.65 · 10−3. The 95% C.L. bounds on the

parameters of the D-BESS model are shown in figure 4. Comparable bounds come from

the direct search at the Tevatron [2].

The Lhc can discover these new resonances, which are produced through a qq̄ anni-

hilation through their leptonic decay qq̄ ′ → L±,W± → (eνe)µνµ and qq̄ → L3, R3, Z, γ →
(e+e−)µ+µ−. The relevant observables are the di-lepton transverse and invariant masses.

The main backgrounds, left to these channels after the lepton isolation cuts, are the Drell-

Yan processes with SM gauge bosons exchange in the electron and muon channel. The

study has been performed using a parametric detector simulation [23]. Results are given

in table 4 for the combined electron and muon channels for L = 100 fb−1, except for

M = 3TeV where 500 fb−1 are assumed.

The discovery limit at Lhc, with L = 100 fb−1, is M ∼ 2TeV for g/g′′ = 0.1. Beyond

discovery, the possibility to disentangle the characteristic double peak structure depends

strongly on g/g′′ and smoothly on the mass.

The LC can also probe this multi-TeV region through the virtual effects in the cross-

sections for e+e− → L3, R3, Z, γ → f f̄ , at centre-of-mass energies below the resonances.

Due to the presence of new spin-one resonances the annihilation channel in f f̄ andW+W−

has a better sensitivity than the fusion channel. In the case of the D-BESS model, the L3

and R3 states are not strongly coupled to W pairs, making the f f̄ final states the most

favourable channel for discovery. Analysis at
√
s = 500GeV and

√
s = 800GeV is based

on σµ+µ− , σbb̄, A
µµ
FB and AbbFB. We assume identification efficiencies of εµ = 95 % and

εb = 60% and systematic uncertainties of ∆εµ/εµ = 0.5%, ∆εb/εb = 1% as.

– 7 –
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Figure 4: 95% C.L. contours in the plane (M, g/g′′) from the present ε measurements (left-

hand side) and from measurements of σµ+µ− , σbb̄, A
µµ
FB , A

bb
FB at e+e− linear colliders with

√
s =

500(800)GeV and L = 1ab−1 (right-hand side). The allowed regions are below the curves.

The sensitivity contours obtained for L = 1 ab−1 are shown in figure 4. The 3TeV LC

indirect reach is lower or comparable to that of the Lhc. However, the QCD background

rejection essential for the Lhc sensitivity still needs to be validated using full detector

simulation and pile-up effects.

Assuming a resonant signal to be seen at the Lhc or indirect evidence to be obtained

at a lower energy LC, Clic could measure the width and mass of this state and also probe

its almost degenerate structure [24]. This needs to be validated when taking the luminos-

ity spectrum and accelerator induced backgrounds into account. The ability to identify

the model distinctive features has been studied using the production cross section and

the flavour dependent forward-backward asymmetries, for different values of g/g ′′. The

resulting distributions are shown in figure 5 for the case of the narrower CLIC.02 beam

parameters. A characteristic feature of the cross section distributions is the presence of

a narrow dip, due to the interference of the L3, R3 resonances with the γ and Z0 and to

cancellations of the L3, R3 contributions. Similar considerations hold for the asymmetries.

In the case shown in figure 5, the effect is still visible after accounting for the luminosity

spectrum. In this analysis, the beam energy spread sets the main limit to smallest mass

splitting observable. With realistic assumptions and 1 ab−1 of data Clic will be able to re-

solve the two narrow resonances for values of the coupling ratio g/g ′′ > 0.08, corresponding

to a mass splitting ∆M = 13GeV for M = 3TeV, and to determine ∆M with a statistical

accuracy better than 100MeV (see table 4).

4. Kaluza-Klein excitations in theories with Extra-dimensions

Theories of quantum gravity have considered the existence of extra-dimensions for achiev-

ing the unification of gravity at a scale close to that of electroweak symmetry breaking.

String theories have recently suggested that the SM could live on a 3 + δ brane with δ

– 8 –
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Figure 5: Hadronic cross section (upper left) and µ+µ− (upper right), cc̄ (lower left) and bb̄ (lower

right) forward-backward asymmetries at energies around 3TeV. The continuous lines represent

the predictions for the D-BESS model with M = 3TeV and g/g′′ = 0.15, the flat lines the SM

expectation and the dots the observable D-BESS signal after accounting for the CLIC.02 luminosity

spectrum.

compactified large dimensions while gravity lives on the entire ten dimensional bulk. The

corresponding models lead to new signatures for future colliders ranging from Kaluza-Klein

(KK) excitations of the gravitons [25] to KK excitations of the SM gauge fields with masses

in the TeV range [26].

Among the models with extra dimensions we consider here a five-dimensional extension

of the SM with fermions on the boundary. This predicts KK excitations of the SM gauge

bosons with fermion couplings
√
2 larger compared to those of the SM [27]. Masses of KK

excitations of W , Z0 and γ are given by Mn ' nM , for large value of the fifth dimension

compactification scale, M .

Indirect limits from electroweak measurements already exist and are derived by con-

sidering the modifications in the electroweak observables at the Z 0 peak and at low en-

ergy [28, 29]. We discuss here the bounds derived from recent determination of the ε

parameters, given on eq. (3.1), and from the APV results discussed in section 2.

The contribution of the KK excitations of W±, Z0 and γ to the ε parameters is given

by:

ε1N = −c2θX
[

1 + s2β
s2θ
c2θ

(1 + c2β)

]

, ε2N = −c2θX , ε3N = −2c2θs2βX (4.1)

– 9 –
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Figure 6: 95% C.L. lower bounds on the compactification scale M , as function of sinβ, from the

high energy precision measurements (ε parameters), for mt = 175.3GeV and two different values

of mH and from the APV data. The regions below the lines are excluded.

where X = π2M2
Z/(3M

2), the effective θ angle is defined through GF /
√
2 = e2/(8s2θc

2
θM

2
Z)

and β parametrises the mixing between the KK excitations and the SM gauge bosons [29].

Contributions from radiative corrections are included assuming SM values. Additional

radiative correction terms could originate from the additional charged and neutral Higgs

bosons. These are not included here.

The 95% C.L. lower bounds on the scale M at fixed sβ, coming from the ε observables,

are given by the upper curves in figures 6. The two curves correspond to mt = 175.3GeV

andmH = 98GeV andmH = 180GeV. We have used [22]: εrad1 (98) = 5.66·10−3 , εrad2 (98) =

−7.56 · 10−3, εrad3 (98) = 5.07 · 10−3 and εrad1 (180) = 5.39 · 10−3, εrad2 (180) = −7.41 · 10−3,
εrad3 (180) = 5.49 · 10−3

Bounds can be also obtained from low energy neutral current experiments. An effective

current-current interaction lagrangian was derived in [29]. From this expression we compute

the relevant low energy observables. The atomic weak charge QW is given by

QW = Q
(SM)
W [1 + s2θX(s2β − 1)2]− 4

s2θc
2
θ

c2θ
Z∆ (4.2)

where Q
(SM)
W has the SM expression for QW , Z is the atomic number and ∆ = c2θX(1 −

2s2β−s4βs2θ/c2θ). By using the determinations for the weak charge of the Cs nucleus, given in

eq. (2.4), and its SM prediction of −73.10±0.13, as in section 2, we derive 95% C.L. bounds

which results significantly below the corresponding high energy limits and are shown by

the lower curves in figure 6.

Non observation of deviations in lepton pair production at Lhc can set limits on the

compactification scale M . For example by considering an effective luminosity of 5 fb−1 one

gets a bound of M = 6.7TeV [30].
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Figure 7: µ+µ− production cross sections and forward-backward asymmetries in the 5D SM in-

cluding the lower KK excitations of the Z0 and γ withMZ(1) ∼Mγ(1) = 3TeV (left) and in presence

of only the Z(1) excitation (right). The continuous lines represent the Born-level expectations while

the dots include the effect of the Clic luminosity spectrum.

At Clic, the lowest excitations Z (1) and γ(1) could be directly produced. Their widths

are shown in figure 2. Since the KK excitations of the photon do not mix with the other

gauge vectors, the γ(1) width does not depend on β. The Z (1) width has only a small

correction,
δΓ

Z(1)

Γ
Z(1)

= 2 sin2 β
m2

Z

M2 which is not visible in the figure.

Results for the µ+µ− cross sections and forward-backward asymmetries at the Born

level and after folding the effects of the CLIC.02 beam spectrum are shown in figure 7. For

comparison, we also present curves corresponding to the case where only the Z (1) excitation

is present.

5. Electroweak observables and sensitivity to Z ′ Boson and KK excitations

The design energy of the Clic collider generally matches the Lhc sensitivity to new gauge

vector bosons, allowing to systematically study their properties after their initial observa-

tion at the Cern hadron collider.
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Precision electroweak measurements performed in multi-TeV e+e− collisions can push

the mass scales sensitivity, for these new phenomena, beyond the 10TeV frontier. We con-

sider here the µ+µ−, bb̄ and tt̄ production cross sections σff̄ and forward-backward asym-

metries Aff̄FB . At the Clic design centre-of-mass energies, the relevant e+e− → f f̄ cross

sections are significantly reduced and the experimental conditions at the interaction region

need to be taken into account in validating the accuracies on electro-weak observables.

Since the two-fermion cross section is of the order of only 10 fb, it is imperative to operate

the collider at high luminosity. This can be achieved only in a regime where beam-beam ef-

fects are important and primary e+e− collisions are accompanied by several γγ → hadrons

interactions. Being mostly confined in the forward regions, this γγ background reduces the

polar angle acceptance for quark flavour tagging and dilutes the jet charge separation using

jet charge techniques. These experimental conditions require efficient and robust algorithms

to ensure sensitivity to flavour-specific f f̄ production. The statistical accuracies for the

determination of σff̄ and Aff̄FB have been studied using a realistic simulation. bb̄ final states

have been identified based on the sampling of the decay charged multiplicity of the highly

boosted b hadrons at Clic energies [31]. Similarly to Lep analyses, the forward-backward

asymmetry for bb̄ has been extracted from a fit to the flow of the jet charge Qjet defined as

Qjet =
∑

i qi|~pi · ~T |k/
∑

i |~pi · ~T |k, where qi is the particle charge, ~pi its momentum, ~T the

jet thrust unit vector, k a positive number and the sum is extended to all the particles in a

given jet. Here the presence of additional particles, from the γγ background, causes a broad-

ening of the Qjet distribution and thus a dilution of the quark charge separation. The track

selection and the value of the power parameter k need to be optimised as a function of the

number of overlayed bunch crossings. Results for the e+e− → t̄t channel have been obtained

using a dedicated top tagging algorithm [32]. This uses an explicit reconstruction of the t→
bW decay and also includes the physics and machine induced backgrounds. For tt̄ forward

backward asymmetries the sign of the lepton from the W ± → `±ν decay has been used.

The results are summarised in terms of the relative statistical accuracies δO/O in table 5.

However, it is important to stress that at the energy scales considered here, elec-

troweak virtual corrections are strongly enhanced by Sudakov double logarithms of the

type log2(s/M2
W ). Until a complete two-loop result will settle the problem, a theoretical

error on the cross section of the order of a percent could be considered [33]. We have not

included it in the present analysis.

At the LC, the indirect sensitivity to the Z ′ mass, MZ′ , can be parametrised in terms

of the available integrated luminosity L, and centre-of-mass energy,
√
s. In fact a scaling

law for large MZ′ can be obtained by considering the effect of the Z ′ − γ interference in

the cross section. For s ¿ M 2
Z′ and assuming that the uncertainties δσ are statistically

dominated, we get the range of mass values giving a significant difference from the SM

prediction:
|σSM − σSM+Z′ |

δσ
∝ 1

M2
Z′

√
sL >

√

∆χ2 (5.1)

and the sensitivity to the Z ′ mass scales as:

MZ′ ∝ (sL)1/4 . (5.2)
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Figure 8: The 95% C.L. sensitivity contours in the L vs.
√
s plane for different values of MZ′

in the SSM model (left) and in the E6 χ model (right). The points represent the results of the

analysis, while curves show the behaviour expected from the scaling at eq. (5.2).

This relationship shows that there is a di-
Observable Relative Stat. Accuracy

δO/O for 1 ab−1

σµ+µ− ±0.010
σbb̄ ±0.012
σtt̄ ±0.014
AµµFB ±0.018
AbbFB ±0.055
AttFB ±0.040

Table 5: Relative statistical accuracies on

electro-weak observables, obtained for 1 ab−1

of Clic data at
√
s = 3TeV, including the

effect of γγ → hadrons background.

rect trade-off possible between the centre-of-

mass energy,
√
s, and the luminosity, L, which

should be taken into account when optimising

the parameters of a high energy e+e− linear

collider.

The σff̄ and Aff̄FB (f = µ, b, t) values

have been computed, for 1TeV <
√
s < 5TeV,

both in the SM and including the corrections

due to the presence of a Z ′ boson with 10TeV

< MZ′ < 40TeV, with couplings defined by the

models discussed in section 2. Predictions have

been obtained by implementing these models in

the Comphep program [34]. Relative statisti-

cal errors on the electroweak observables are obtained by rescaling the values of table 5

for different energies and luminosities. The sensitivity has been defined as the largest Z ′

mass giving a deviation of the actual values of the observables from their SM predictions

corresponding to a SM probability of less than 5%. The SM probability has been defined

as the minimum of the global probability computed for all the observables and that for

each of them, taken independently.

This sensitivity has been determined, as a function of the
√
s energy and integrated

luminosity L and compared to the scaling in eq. (5.2). Results are summarised in figure 8.

For the η model the sensitivity is lower: for example to reach a sensitivity ofMZ′ = 20TeV,

more than 10 ab−1 of data at
√
s = 5TeV would be necessary.
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Figure 9: Left: Scaling of the relative change for the e+e− → bb̄ cross section, for the 5D SM,

as a function of the square of the centre-of-mass energy, for two values of the compactification

scale M . Right: The 95% C.L. sensitivity contours in the L vs.
√
s plane for different values of

the compactification scale M in the 5D SM. The points represent the results of the analysis, while

curves show the behaviour expected from the scaling in eq. (5.2).

In the case of the 5D SM, we have included only the effect of the exchange of the

first KK excitations Z (1) and γ(1), neglecting that of the remaining excitations of the

towers, which give only small corrections. The scaling law for the limit on M can be

obtained by considering the interference of the two new nearly degenerate gauge bosons

with the photon in the cross section and taking the s ¿ M 2 limit. The result is the

same as eq. (5.2). The analysis closely follows that for the Z ′ boson discussed above.

In figure 9 we give the sensitivity contours as a function of
√
s for different values of

M . We conclude that the sensitivity achievable on the compactification scale M for an

integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1 in e+e− collisions at
√
s = 3–5TeV is of the order of 40–

60 TeV. Results for a similar analysis, including all electro-weak observables, are discussed

in [35].

An important issue concerns the ability to probe the models, once a significant dis-

crepancy from the SM predictions would be observed. Since the model parameters and the

mass scale are a priori arbitrary, an unambiguous identification of the scenario realised

is difficult. However, some informations can be extracted by testing the compatibility of

different models while varying the mass scale. Figure 10 shows an example of such tests.

Taking M = 20TeV, L = 1 ab−1 of Clic data at
√
s = 3TeV could distinguish the SSM

model from the E6 χ model at the 86% C.L. and from the 5D SM at the 99% C.L. For

a mass scale of 40TeV, L = 3 ab−1 of Clic data at
√
s = 5TeV, the corresponding con-

fidence levels become 91% and 99% respectively. Further sensitivity to the nature of the

gauge bosons could be obtained by studying the polarised forward-backward asymmetry

ApolFB and the left-right asymmetry ALR colliding polarised beams.
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Figure 10: χ2 distributions obtained for a set of pseudo-experiments where the SSM is realised

with a MZ′ mass of 20TeV (upper plot). The corresponding distributions for the E6 χ and 5D SM

for the same mass scale (full histograms) and for M = 40TeV are also shown for comparison in the

lower panels. By integrating these distributions, the confidence levels for discriminating between

these models, discussed in the text, are obtained.

6. Conclusions

New neutral vector gauge bosons characterise several extensions of the Standard Model

and may represent the main phenomenology beyond 1TeV. Their existence and properties

can be precisely studied at a multi-TeV e+e− collider. Present bounds are derived from

precision electro-weak data and typically constrain the masses of these new bosons to be

heavier than 1TeV. At these scales, they may be first observed at the Lhc and subse-

quently studied at Clic. Accuracies achievable for the determination of their fundamental

properties are discussed for different classes of models, using realistic assumptions for the

experimental conditions at Clic. Even beyond the kinematical reach for s-channel pro-

duction, a multi-TeV e+e− collider could probe the existence of new vector resonances up

to scales of several tens of TeV by studying the unpolarised electroweak observables. Some

information regarding the nature of these new resonances could still be gained and further

sensitivity would be provided by the use of polarised beams.

During the completion of this work two papers have confirmed the results on the

relevance of the QED self energy and vertex corrections in the calculation of atomic parity

violation [36, 37].
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